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Abstract: Gears are one of the the most widespread mechanical components and their design is
supported by standard calculation methods. Among all the possible failure modes of gears, tooth
root bending is the most critical and could lead to catastrophic failures. In this regard, different
surface treatments could be exploited to improve the gear strength. Among them, shot peening
is the most common. The aim of this study is to evaluate the effectiveness of shot peening on
improving the tooth root bending resistance. This is achieved by exploiting the Finite Element
Method (FEM) in combination with advanced multiaxial fatigue criterion based on the critical plane
concept. A standard Single Tooth Bending Fatigue test was reproduced numerically via FEM. Beside
the wrought gears, shot peened ones were also simulated. The state of stress induced by the shot
peening was obtained numerically by simulating the surface treatment itself with non-linear dynamic
analyses. The results have shown quantitatively how the residual stresses promote an improvement
in the resistance and how the local hardening could lead to different early paths of nucleation and
propagation of cracks on the tooth fillet.

Keywords: gears; shot peening; FEM; fatigue

1. Introduction

Gears are mechanical components aimed at transmitting mechanical power [1]. The
torque is transferred via the mesh of two teeth. These could typically fail due to different
failure modes [2–4]. In the presence of high contact pressures and poor lubrication, the
sliding–rolling contact between the flanks usually lead to wear [5], scuffing [6], pitting [7,8]
or micropitting [9].

In addition, the meshing of the flanks induces pulsating stresses at the tooth root
fillet [10,11]. Failures due to tooth root bending could lead to catastrophic consequences:
while other failure modes foresee a progressive deterioration of gear performance with
increasing noise, vibration and loss of positioning accuracy (increasing transmission error),
the failure due to tooth root bending occurs instantaneously without notice. The high
periodic stresses promote the nucleation of surface cracks. Once nucleated, the cracks
propagate below the surface. Once the resistant area is no longer capable of withstanding
the load, an instantaneous detachment of the tooth occurs. This failure mode is usually
referred as Tooth (Root) Bending Fatigue (TBF) [12].

In the gear industry, the Tooth Bending Strength (TBS) is the main design crite-
rion [13,14]. TBS is usually evaluated using standards. Specifically, the most used ones
are the ISO 6336-3 [13] and the AGMA 2001 [15]. Both prescribe simplified methods to
evaluate the actual stress in the tooth root region σF and provide tabulated data for the
maximum permissible stress σFP the most common materials can withstand. However,
according to ISO 6336-5 [13], for unusual materials and special treatments, σFP has to be
estimated experimentally. The permissible stress σFP directly depends on the fatigue limit
of the material σFlim. Its determination can relay on different typologies of tests. The most
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common ones are the Meshing Gears (MG) test, e.g., [14,16], the Single Tooth Bending
Fatigue (STBF) test, e.g., [17–19] and the tests on notched specimens, e.g., [20–22]. In the
meshing gears experiments, the specimen is a gear pair manufactured with the material to
be characterized. Surface treatments could also be applied. This kind of test reproduces
the real loading conditions under operation. The stress cycle in the root region reflects
the one that real gears will be subjected to during operation [23,24]. While this config-
uration is possibly the one offering the most reliable results, it is time-consuming and
expensive. With each gear pair, a single value of sFlim(MG) can be estimated since the test
ends with the breakage of (at least) one tooth rendering the specimen unusable for further
tests. The testing costs can be significantly reduced using notched specimens instead of
meshing gears.

While the testing of simple notched samples could be performed on any monoaxial
testing device, the absence of meshing limits the reliability of the results that did not include
some important influences, e.g., the effect of the manufacturing process, the real surface
finishing, the lubrication, etc. To partially counteract this limitation, opportune correction
coefficients are used [25]. While this practice could slightly improve the results, they remain
far from being as reliable as those obtained with tests on meshing gears. A compromise
solution is represented by the Single Tooth Bending Fatigue (STBF) test [17].

STBF relies on the application of two time-dependent coaxial forces to two opposite
flanks of teeth of the gear sample. The application of the forces uses two anvils and the
Wildhaber distance [1] to ensure equilibrium of the system. This configuration uses (for each
test) only two teeth in which final failure does not compromise the entire gear and another
teeth pair of the same gear could be used for the successive test. In other words, with the
STBF approach, multiple tests could be performed on a single gear (instead of a single test
every two gears like in the MG approach). Moreover, STBF tests do not require lubrication
thus resulting in low-cost and simple experimentation [26]. While these tests seem to be the
best experimental configuration, some problems could arise when the measures in terms of
forces have to be converted into the fatigue limit of the material σFlim(STBF). In most cases,
this is achieved with an inverse application of the standards. However, this requires the
re-definition of some parameters with the consequent introduction of uncertainties. For this
reason, in this study, instead of relay on the standards, Finite Element Simulations of the
STBF configuration have been used to determine the stress tensor and how it varies during
the loading cycle. Subsequently, a multiaxial fatigue criterion, i.e., the Findlay one [27],
was used to relate the force applied during the test and the fatigue limit. In this way, it is
possible for a given material and a given gear geometry, to determine the level of force Flim
that will theoretically lead to the failure of the sample in 1M cycles. By way of example, the
gear geometry according to [18] was used, but the procedure could be generally applied to
any gear geometry. The previously determined level of force Flim was successively applied
to the same gears which were, however, shot peened before the fatigue tests. The residual
stresses induced by the shot peening have been determined with a non-linear dynamic
simulation of the surface treatment itself. The pre-conditioned samples were virtually
tested in accordance to the wrought gears (not peened) applying the level of force obtained
before. The FEM results were analysed with the same approach exploiting the Findley
criterion. The comparison of the equivalent stress (or better called damage parameter DP)
for the wrought and the shot peened gear allowed the quantification of the impact of shot
peening on the tooth root bending resistance. Moreover, the high level of detail of the
simulations (meshing size of 10 µm), has allowed us to relate the slight shift of the crack
nucleation position and orientation to the non-homogeneous residual stress field induced
by the shot peening treatment.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Finite Element Simulations

In the present paper, the gear geometry according to [18] was simulated in the STBF
conditions Table 1.
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Table 1. Gear geometry.

Parameter Symbol Value

Normal module [mm] mn 5
Normal pressure angle [◦] αn 20

Number of teeth z 24
Face width [mm] b 30

Profile shift coefficient x∗ 0
Dedendum coefficient h∗f P 1.25
Addendum coefficient h∗aP 1

Root radius factor ρ∗f P 0.38
Wildhaber W 3

Angle STBF [◦] αFen 15

The material of the gears was considered to be a 34Cr4 steel having the mechanical
properties [28] summarized in Table 2. While under operation the external loads did not
produce any plastic deformation, the shot peening process induces a compressive residual-
stress state in sub-surface region. Consequently, the stress–strain relation was modelled
having an initial elastic part (E = 206 GPa) and a second plastic part. The hardening was
modelled via the Voce equation.

σ = k0 + Q(1− e−βεp) = 550 + 250(1− e−210εp) (1)

All the FEM simulations were performed in the open source environment Salome—Meca
Code_Aster.

Table 2. Material properties.

Pure Bending Fatigue Limit Pure Torsion Fatigue Limit Ultimate Tensile Strength
σ f τf UTS

410 MPa 256 MPa 795 MPa

2.1.1. Shot Peening

Before running the simulation of the fatigue tests, a numerical simulation of the shot
peening process was performed.

Simulating the shot peening process is a very challenging task that involves dynamic
analysis of moving parts (the shots—which have been modelled as rigid in the present
study) impacting the metallic component to be shot peened. The number of parameters that
will affect the shot peening results is quite high and frequently concealed by the industrial
secrets of the manufacturer. The most relevant parameters include the size of the spheres,
their density, the shooting velocity, the angle of impact, the hardness, the level of coverage,
etc. By acting on these parameters, it is possible to affect the properties of the shot-peened
component such as the initial yield stress, the work-hardening characteristics, the surface
hardness, strain-rate dependence, etc. In order to gain better control over the residual
stresses after peening, it is important to establish a relationship between these parameters
and residual stress characteristics. In the past, this was achieved with empirical relations
only, based on experimental evidence. Nowadays, with the increasing computational
resources, the numerical approaches to this problem are becoming increasingly widespread
(Figure 1).
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Figure 1. Mesh: about 1M second-order wedge elements.

Considering that measuring the residual stresses could be very time demanding,
establishing a relationship between the shot peening parameters and the induced stress
fields would require an immense effort. In this regard, the Finite Element Method (FEM)
represents a valid and more effective alternative to better understand this relationship.
The impact of the shoot peens having a high velocity and double non-linearity of the
problem (related on the one side to the contact of two bodies and on the other side of the
elastic–plastic behaviour of the material) can be easily included in a unique numerical
model capable of precisely determining the residual stress field for that configuration.
Hardy et al. [29] was among the first to simulate the problem of a rigid body indenting
an elastic–perfect plastic plate via FEM. An example of analysis exploiting a commercial
FE software was shown by Edberg et al. [30]. Edberg et al. simulated the impact of a
single sphere on visco-plastic and elasto-plastic materials. However, the combinations
of parameters analysed did not represent the typical range used in modern shot peening
treatments. More complete studies were performed in the late 90s by Al-Hassani [31]
and Guagliano et al. [32]. Other examples of Finite Element simulations of shot peening
considering the deformability of the shots were performed by Deslaef and Rouhaud [33,34].
In their studies, Deslaef and Rouhaud highlighted the poor accuracy in predicting the
stress strain field of the empirical models. Another paper dealing with shot peening and its
simulation with FEM was published by Meguid et al. [35,36]. They conducted a dynamic
FE analysis of single and multiple shot impacts, investigating the effect of some shot and
target parameters.

While a numerical approach provides an effective way for quantitatively determining
relationships between shot and target parameters and residual stress characteristics, it
cannot model a full stream of shots without an unmanageable computation effort. Some
scholars [20,31,32,34,36] simulated multiple impacts, but not a realistic stream of shots: the
pattern was specified a priori while the interaction between the spheres was not taken into
consideration. Alternatively to FE, the Discrete Element Method (DEM) could be employed
for the modelling of the shoot peening [37]. Some scholars demonstrated the possibility
of combining FEM and DEM [38]. In the latter, the interaction between the spheres was
extensively studied. Numerical studies dealing with the impact of the shot diameter, the
friction and sphere size were studied by different scholars [39–41].

The shot impact locations were thus assumed a priori and the stream of shots was not
modelled. In the present paper, the shot peening process was computationally modelled
assuming a random (a priori) distribution of the shots. The shots were modelled as infinitely
rigid. Their diameter was assumed to be d = 0.8 mm. The speed of the shots was assumed
to be v = 50 m/s.

For this purpose, a non-linear dynamic explicit algorithm was used. The direct
method consists of solving the problem resulting from the discretization by finite elements
of displacement’s formulation. The discretization of the virtual work of the inertial forces,
in a field δ~v ∈ ~V0

adm is written as: ∫
Ω

ρ~̈uδ~vdΩ = δ~VT [M]~̈U (2)
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where ~u is the field absolute displacement, [M] the matrix of inertia and ~U and ~̈U the vector
degrees of freedom its second-order derivative. The discretization of the virtual work of
the interior efforts in linear elasticity is written:∫

Ω
ε(~u)[A]ε(δ~v)dΩ = δ~VT [K]~U (3)

[K] is the stiffness matrix. Lastly, [L] designates the second member resulting from the
discretization of the virtual work of the external forces.

For ~U ∈ R
[M]~̈U + [K]~U = [L] (4)

accompanied by boundary conditions.
For all non-linear and dynamic analyses, incremental loads are needed. Implicit or

explicit methods can be used to solve these problems. Explicit methods calculate the state
of a system at a later time from the state of the system at the current time, while implicit
methods find a solution by solving an equation involving both the current state of the
system and the later state.

For the time integration, the centred differences were used. This is an explicit scheme.
This scheme, contrary to the implicit one, is conditionally stable. In this method, the
accelerations and velocities are approximated in terms of the displacements using the finite
difference expressions and substituted in the equation of motion in order to solve for the
displacements. The final expression for the equation of motion in terms of displacement
alone was obtained as:( 1

∆t2 [M]
)
|t−∆t

~V = [L]T −
(
[K]− 2

∆t2 M
)
~UT −

( 1
∆t2 M

)
~U|t−∆t (5)

from which it is possible to solve for ~U|t+∆t.
The initial time step was set to 1.3 · 10−8 s but, during the simulation, it was reduced

up to 4.0 · 10−12 s. The simulation was stopped after 1 · 10−4 s when all the spheres had hit
the surface.

Through the finite element method, the elastic–plastic dynamic process of shot peening
on the gear-sample was simulated. The residual stress distribution and the corresponding
plastic deformations within the target region, namely the tooth root fillet, are shown in
Figure 2. Figure 3 shows the residual stress profile in the radial direction starting from the
surface. The values are aligned with the typical ones for shot-peened gears [42].

Figure 2. Plastic deformation and stress state induced by the first 2 shots.
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Figure 3. Residual stresses σres in the radial direction d starting from the surface.

2.1.2. STBF Test

In order to simplify the model and speed up the calculation, differently from [23], it
was decided to directly apply the forces on the gear instead of modelling the anvil–gear
contacts. This assumption could be made considering that the aim of the simulation is
to study the stress state in the root region only and slight deformations of the flank will
not affect the results. Moreover, only a section of the system, relying on its symmetry was
modelled. The same tooth root meshing techniques adopted by Benedetti et al. [18] were
used to increase the mesh quality in the fillet region.

STBF tests are widely exploited in the technical and scientific literature thanks to
their simplicity and low cost. Many references can be found in the literature dealing with
STBF tests [8,11,18,19,25,43–55]. The results of STBF tests should be used in combination
with standards (e.g., [13]) for the design of new gears. However, the inverse application
of the standards to convert the experimental data into material properties to be used for
designing new gears σFlim, foresees the necessity to re-define some geometrical parameters;
the standard, in fact, is applicable to meshing gears only. STBF tests differ from meshing
gears for the following reasons [23]: (1) the point of application of the load did not change;
(2) the load did not oscillate from zero to the maximum value, but in the range 10–100%
of the maximum. In STBF (Figure 4) tests, in fact, to avoid undesired displacement of the
gear, a minimum compressive load is necessarily present. This reflects on the stress history.
In the STBF tests, the loads act with a fixed direction varying in a sinusoidal manner with
a constant amplitude. This reflects on the angle between the force and the normal to the
loaded tooth axis αFen, which did not change during the tests and can potentially be different
from the one in the Outer Point of Single pair tooth Contact considered in the standard.
These differences influence the share between pure bending and pure compressive stresses
(neglected by the standard). In running gears, despite the angle between the force and
the loaded tooth axis, the position of the contact also moves along the tooth flank during
engagement. These circumstances lead to very different stress histories. The most reliable
and effective method to take into account all these differences, is to use advanced fatigue
criteria. This procedure was already used by the authors for determining the relation
between STBF tests and real gears [23,56–59].
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Figure 4. STBF test configuration.

2.2. Fatigue Criteria

Generally speaking, the determination of the fatigue performances of mechanical
components under multiaxial loads is challenging. Several scholars have proposed plenty
of fatigue criteria [27,60–66].

The most advanced model relies on the critical plane concept. The fatigue failure is as-
sumed to nucleate on the plane where both the normal and the shear stress components are
considered critical. While the application of such advanced methods is already infrequent
due to the need of certain coding to determine all the required parameters, their application
to gears is very rare.

Ref. [67] shows the application of such methods to hypoid gears combining the Liu
and Mahadevan criterion [68] and an FEM. In [69], the Crossland fatigue criterion [61] was
exploited to evaluate the state of stress in spur gears. In the present work, among all the
available criteria, the Findley one was applied. The stress exerted on a plane defined by
a normal vector ~n, having (spherical) coordinates φn and θn, is defined by the vector ~Pn
characterized by both modulus and direction varying in time. The vector can be written as

~Pn = [σ]~n (6)

~Pn has normal component ~σn, which varies in modulus but is characterized by a fixed
direction, and a tangential one (~τn) having both time-varying modulus and direction. In
the particular case where the stresses are periodic, the vertex of ~Pn describes a closed
curve, whose minimum and maximum distance from the plane could be identified as
σn.min and σn.max, respectively. The projection of the curve ~Pn into the plane, defines the
two-dimensional curve Γn (Figure 5).

The stress history can be obtained via the time-dependant FEM simulations where
the entire loading–unloading cycle is simulated in 20 discrete steps (applying a force
varying from −1150 to −11,500 N). The stress tensor history (a symmetric matrix showed
in Equation (1)) must be extracted for each point where fracture could nucleate, i.e., each
point within the root fillet region for both the FE analyses. Thus, through the numerical
analysis, it is possible to obtain the stress tensor [σ] of all points belonging to the tooth
root region (namely the most critical area). These are analysed with the fatigue criterion
according to Findley which also considers non-proportional loads.

Through the geometrical properties of the curve Γn, the alternate τn,a and the average
τn,m components of the tangential stress could be determined. Several methods observe
this scope. The most used one is the so called Minimum Circumscribing Circle Method
(MCC) [70]. τn,a is assumed equal to the radius of the smallest circle that entirely contains
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the curve Γn, τn,m equal to the distance between the centre of the MCC and the origin
(Figure 5).

Figure 3. (a): components of vector 푷풏(휙 ,휃,푡) on plane defined by 풏(휙 ,휃). (b): definition of 

훤 h i j i f i i f 푷 (휙 휃 푡) d i l d l i l d fi d

Figure 4. Minimum Circumscribed Circle method applied at the curve 훤
of 휏, and 휏, . 

At this point, for each plane having normal n that can be def

(휙 휃) i i ibl l h l l

Figure 5. (a): Components of vector ~Pn in plane defined by~n. (b): Definition of curve Γn that is the
projection of positions of ~Pn assumed in a load cycle in plane defined by~n or positions of θn assumed
in a load cycle. Individuation values of maximum and minimum normal stress and definition of τn,a

and τn,m according to the MCC method.

For each plane with a generic orientation, the shear stress amplitude τn,a and the
maximum normal stress σn,max should be carefully evaluated. The critical plane is deter-
mined, among all the possible planes having generic orientations, as the one where the
damage parameter results maximum (Equation (7)). The damage parameter summarizes
the severity of a stress cycle. It has to be compared with the fatigue limit of the material f as
with any other equivalent stress (e.g., Sines, Gough–Pollard). Its units are MPa. However,
instead of just combining some of the stress components of the stress tensor, the damage
parameter is not only a function of the stress state, but also depends on the material through
the parameter k. For the present steel k = 0.2569.

(φC, θC)→ maxφ,θ{τn,a(φ, θ) + kσn,max(φ, θ)}
DP = τC,a + kσC,max ≤ f

(7)

It can be iteratively determined varying φ and θ in the range [0÷ π]. The damage
parameter DP can be determined according to Equation (7).

k is a constant factor that takes into account the different responses regarding propa-
gation of the fatigue crack when subjected to bending or torsion. f is the fatigue limit of
the material. Ductile materials show small k. Both parameters can be calculated as a func-
tion of the symmetrical alternating-bending-loading fatigue limit σf , and the symmetrical
alternating-torsional-loading fatigue limit τf (Equation (8)).

k =
2r τ

σ
− 1

2
√

r τ
σ
− r2

τ
σ

f =
τf

2
√

r τ
σ
− r2

τ
σ

r τ
σ
=

τf

σf

(8)

Applying the fatigue criterion, it is possible to determine DP on each point of the
tooth root (where data on ~σn could be extracted from the FEM analysis).

3. Results Furthermore, Discussion

In the present work, the effect of shoot peening on the tooth root fatigue resistance
of gears has been studied via Finite Element Simulations in combination with the Findley
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fatigue criterion. The gear geometry is the standard geometry used for the majority
of experimental tests on gears (STBF). The loading cycle and the corresponding time-
dependent stress state in the tooth root region were obtained with non-linear FE simulations
where the STBF configuration was reproduced. A reference case without shot peening was
simulated in the wrought condition. In a second model, the residual stress state induced
by a shot peening process (d = 0.8 mm, v = 50 m/s) was simulated with a separate
pre-conditioning simulation and successively subjected to the same loading cycle as the
reference non-treated gear. The most critical point and the severity of the damage were
evaluated for both conditions exploiting the Findley fatigue criterion (Figure 6).

Figure 6. Position and early nucleation direction of the cracks for the reference NP and the shot-peened

SP gears. Tooth root bending (TRB) and Flank Fracture (FF) failures according to the literature.

The results for the reference non-treated gear are coherent with the experimental
findings [57] showing a nucleation site in the “critical section” as defined by the ISO
standard and with an early propagation direction of γNP = 43◦. The shot-peened gear
shows quite a different behaviour. The nucleation position lies significantly above the
“critical section” and the early propagation direction results in γSP = 74◦ (angle between
the propagation direction and the tooth axis). This difference could be justified by the
residual compression state which reduces the maximum normal stresses in the fillet region
(the one that was shot-peened). In this regard, the damage parameter result was about
5.9 times lower with respect to the reference gear (DPSP = 0.16 · f vs. DPNP = 1 · f ). The
most critical region, is therefore not in the fillet, but slightly above, where, despite a bigger
section-to-bending ratio, the loading history results were more critical than in the fillet area
where the compressive stresses mitigate the stress peaks. The authors are not aware of
available data in terms of crack position for shot-peened gears. However, the phenomenon
seems to be comparable to the effect of surface hardening. In this regard, some authors claim
that the case-hardening protects the fillet leading to other failure mechanisms such flank
fracture [71], which represents damage similar to the tooth tooth bending failure where
cracks start far from the root. The shift of the nucleation position to a larger diameter is a
typical phenomenon of the case-hardened and the nitrided gears [10] where the increased
material performances in the fillet region act as the compressive residual stresses in the
shot peening, protecting the material from incipient damages. A suggestion could be to
extend the shot-peened area as much as possible and also outside the fillet region.

4. Conclusions

This study focuses on the development of an effective and reliable model for simulating
the impact of shot peening on the tooth root bending strength of gears. The stress state
induced by the shot peening process is simulated via explicit dynamic simulations using the
open-source solver Code_Aster. The stress state for both the shot-peened and non-peened
gear samples taken as reference have been analysed via the Findlay multiaxial fatigue
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criterion. As reference configuration, the STBF test, i.e., the standard procedure for the
determination of the material properties in the gear sector, was employed. The simulation
of the shot-peening process highlighted a compressive stress state with a peak slightly
below the surface. This is the typical profile of shot-peened components. The maximum
compressive stress was observed to be 660 MPa. The presence of the compressive stress
state has a significant impact on the tooth-root resistance of the gear: the loading cycle in
the presence of residual stresses results in significantly less severe stress (about 5.9 times).
The presence of compression stresses, in fact, mitigates the positive peaks of stress leading
to a less critical condition. The nucleation site, which typically lies on the critical section
as defined by the ISO 6336 standard, shifted to a bigger diameter. This finding can be
explained by the fact that in gears, shot peening is typically limited to the fillet region.
This evidence is aligned with the failure of case-hardened and nitrided gears where the
crack generates at locations on the surface that are no longer treated. This phenomenon
seems to be common for shot-peened and case-hardened gears where fillet regions are
protected by the residual stress state. While specific data dealing with the shift of the crack
nucleation site to bigger diameters are not available for shot-peened gears, many scholars
reported the failure due to another mechanism called Flank Fracture. This mechanism is
similar to tooth root bending, with a crack that nucleates on the loaded flank and then
propagates throughout the entire width. However, different from tooth root bending, the
crack nucleated on the active part of the flank. This evidence supports the results of this
study where the residual stress promotes nucleation of the crack outside the fillet region.

While the actual findings are specific for the gear geometry, material and shot-peening
parameters considered in the example shown, the procedure is of general validity and can
be applied to any configuration, allowing for a better understanding of the impact of shot
peening on the fatigue performance of gears.
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DEM Discrete Element Method
DP Damage Parameter
FEM Finite Element Model
MCC Minimum Circumscribing Circle Method
MG Meshing Gears
STBF Single Tooth Bending Fatigue
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